
  

Salesforce Bulls Pile In as Stock Hits Highs 

Ticker/Price: CRM ($203) 

 

Analysis: 

Salesforce (CRM) one of tis more active days of options activity on 8/3 with call volume above 35,000 running nearly 2X 

daily average and notable size buys including October $210 calls 1275X near $8.35, the January $220 calls 5400X up to 

$12.25, and the July 2021 $220 calls 1500X near $20.60, the latter two seeing stock replacements via call options. CRM was a 

top bull wedge set-up last week and started the month of August with a strong breakout move gaining 3.5%. With CRM shares 

moving to new highs the $226 level is the COVID correction Fibonacci extension target. The $172B cloud leader has been 

quiet while Software peers have surged with shares just +20% YTD and will next report around 8-20. CRM currently trades 

54.4X Earnings and 7.5X FY21 EV/Sales with revenues seen growing around 17% this year and next. CRM is a top beneficiary 

of Digital Transformation which is accelerating and capturing more spending. It estimates its addressable markets at $168B 

across Sales, Platform, Service, Marketing, Analytics, Commerce, and Integration segments. It operates in large and growing 

industries that are still very low penetration, specifically Financial Services, Communications/Media, Manufacturing, Retail, 

Healthcare & Life Sciences, Public Sector, and Travel/Hospitality. CRM is positioned with 93% deferred revenue giving them 

better long-term visibility while the majority of contracts, especially high-dollar deals, are signed for multi-year periods, so 

the company noting recently they expect minimal disruption. CRM has long been an M&A-focused company but the 

departure of co-CEO Keith Block, the primary dealmaker, may make them slowdown in the near-term and focus on 

integration and expanding margins which many view as a net positive in the current environment. Analysts have an average 

target of $202 and short interest low at 1.7% of the float. Piper raised its target to $210 in mid-July with increased confidence 

in digital adoption drivers. Goldman raised its target to $220 in June on multiple expansion across the industry. Jefferies 

noted CRM trades at a 33% discount to peers in June and management can right the ship by slowing acquisitions and 

focusing on organic growth. Hedge Fund ownership rose 5.66% in Q1 filings, Polen Capital adding to a large position.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: CRM was a top set-up name into the week and worked immediately, and see upside to $220, a 

long time favorite that remains a best-in-class operator and cheaper valuation than its peers. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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